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Ansrver 5 Questions only

Q1/ For the foll

A) Construct a frequency distribution with only six classes. Which starting the

with (35) then find the class boundaries.
B) Draw the cumulative frequency polygon ( less than ) and (or more )

first class
(8 mark)
(4 mark)

e owln

38 50 52 56 4t
56 54 50 45 50

50 60 45 51 55

6l 46 63 59 47
53 57 49 54 s8

Q2 Find the coefficient of variations for the following distribution.

Midpoint 34.5 44.5 54.5 64.5 7 4.5 84.5 94.5 104.5 114.5 t24.5

Freq. a
J 6 24 64 50 20 t4 6 3 I

Q3/ A) a coin is biased so that it has a 600/o chnce of landing on heads if it thrown three

times, find the probability of getting. With diagram

1- 3 heads.

2- 2 heads.

3- At least t head.

B) in box 8 lamps including 3 defective pulled tow lamps.

1- the possibility that the good tow lamps.

2- the possibility that the defective tow lamps'

tube heat exchanger (floating head and carbon -
steel tube ) with I00 ft2 of heating surface was $ 3,500 in 1980. What will be purchased cost

of a similar heat exch anger with 280 ft2 of heating surface in 1985 if the purchased - cost-

capacity exponent is 0,60 for surface area ranging from 100 to 400 ft2 if the purchased-

.ort- .upu.ity exponent for this type of exchanger is 0.81 for surface area ranging from 400

i" ZOOO h' , *t ur' will be the purihased cost of a heat exchanger with 800 ft2 of heating

surface in 1980 ?

Marshall and swift equipment- cost index(all industry)
r980 560
1985 790

B) What are the factors affecting profitability of investment?

( 10 mark )

(2 mark )
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(6 mark )

data



bond were obtained for $700'

t.l n.p.ut part (a) for the case where the nominal bond

ContinuouslY.

l;has a maturity value draw of 1.125 from present worth a.d is paying discrete

70"* il.*" ui un effective annual rate of 3 percent. Deterrni"t.lT"Tl'V:f,:::":3t,
/rPvLrrru ltrrvr vr!

(;;;;;.i*. rt. bond reaches marurity valuecompounded continuously, if thatdiscount

qual $ 1 12.

1a; Pr.s.rt and future worth"
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effective interest which will be received bv a purchaser if the

interest is 3 Percent comPounded
(12 mark )
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Q6
A) Define of the following items:

A)
1- Process design

3- SafetY factor

2- Patent
4- Capital investment (2 mark )

B) The depreciation to equipment is $3000 and salvage value is estimated to be $2000 at

The end service rife estimated to be 10 years. De[rmine the asset or (book) value of the

equipment at the enci 5 years using '

I -straight line method'

Z- Peclinit g - balance method'

3- Double declining balance
( 10 mark )


